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The 10/40 Window 

Getting to the 
Core of the Core 

The core of the unreached people of our world live in a rectangular-shaped window! Often called "The Resistant Belt",
the window extends from West Africa to East Asia, from ten degrees north to forty degrees north of the equator. This
specific region, which has increasingly become known as The 10/40 Window, encompasses the majority of the world's
Muslims, Hindus, and Buddhists -- billions of spiritually impoverished souls.

As we approach the end of this millennium, it is imperative that out evangelistic efforts be
focused among the people who inhabit The 10/40 Window. If we are serious in our
commitment to provide a valid opportunity for every person to experience the truth and
saving power of Jesus Christ, we cannot ignore the compelling realities within this region.

The 10/40 Window confronts us with several important considerations: first, the historical
and biblical significance; second, the least evangelized countries; third, the dominance of
three religious blocs; fourth, the preponderance of the poor; fifth, the unreached
ethnolinguistic people groups; sixth, the least evangelized megacities; and seventh, the
strongholds of Satan within The 10/40 Window.

The first and most fundamental reason why committed Christians must focus on The 10/40
Window is because of the biblical and historical significance of this area. Indeed, the Bible
begins with the account of Adam and Eve placed by God in the heart of what is now The
10/40 Window. God's plan, expressed in Genesis 1:26, was that mankind should have
dominion over the earth, subduing it fully. However, Adam and Eve sinned against God and forfeited their right to
rule. Man's sinful behavior increased until God intervened and judged the earth with a cataclysmic flood. Then came
man's futile attempt to establish new dominion in the building of the great Tower of Babel. That effort, which also
occurred in the heart of The 10/40 Window, was an open defiance against God. Once again, God reached forth His
hand in judgment. The result was the introduction of different languages, the scattering of earth's people, and the
formation of nations.

10/40 Window Facts: An astonishing 97% of the persons who inhabit the least evangelized countries live in The
10/40 Window.

In The 10/40 Window we can see clearly the crucial truth expressed in Graham Scroggie's
book The Drama of World Redemption: "A world having turned from God, He left it and
chose a man through whom He would ultimately by Christ reach the world." Certainly we
can see how ancient history ran its course in the territory marked by The 10/40 Window,
from the cradle of civilization in Mesopotamia across the fertile crescent to Egypt. Empires
rose and fell. The fate of God's people Israel varied in relation to their obedience to His
covenant. It was here that Christ was born, lived a perfect life, died sacrificially on the
cross, and rose triumphant over death. The church age was ushered in, and it was not until
the second missionary journey of the Apostle Paul that events of biblical history occurred
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outside The 10/40 Window. Without question, this is an area of great biblical and historical
significance.

The second reason why committed Christians should focus on The 10/40 Window is because
it is home to the majority of the world's unevangelized people. The "unevangelized" are
people who have a minimal knowledge of the gospel, but have no valid opportunity to

respond to it.

While it constitutes only one-third of earth's total land area, nearly two-thirds of the world's people reside in The 10/40
Window. With a population nearing four billion, The 10/40 Window includes 59 countries, both sovereign states and
non-sovereign dependencies. Those countries with the majority of their land mass lying within the boundaries of The
10/40 Window are included.

A list of countries in the 10/40 Window.

Of the world's 50 least evangelized countries, 37 are within The 10/40 Window. Yet those 37 countries comprise 97%
of the total population of the 50 least evangelized countries! Such a fact leaves no doubt that our challenge in reaching
the unreached must center on the core -- The 10/40 Window.

If we take seriously the mandate to preach the gospel to every person, to make disciples of all peoples, and to be
Christ's witnesses to the uttermost part of the earth, we must recognize the priority of concentrating our efforts on The
10/40 Window. No other area is so blatantly in need of the truth that salvation is only in Jesus Christ.

A third reason we must focus on The 10/40 Window is evident in the fact that it contains three of the world's dominant
religious blocs. The majority of those enslaved by Islam, Hinduism, and Buddhism live within The 10/40 Window.

2.7 Billion Buddhists, Hindus and Muslims in the 10/40 Window

Viewing the map on page three from left<> to right, the Muslim world can be seen most prominently in a wide band
across the north of Africa into the Middle East, a bloc representing over 700 million. On the right side of the map is
the Buddhist world, encompassing the whole of China.

From its center in The 10/40 Window, Islam is reaching out energetically to all parts of the globe; in similar strategy,
we must penetrate the heart of Islam with the liberating truth of the gospel. We must do all in our power to show
Muslims that the highest prophet described in the Koran is not Mohammed, but Jesus Christ. And that He is not only
the greatest prophet, but the Son of God Himself who died and resurrected in order that millions of Muslims may be
saved.

10/40 Window Facts: Projected populations by the year 2000 AD: 1.1 billion Muslims; 1.0 billion Hindus; and 600
million Buddhists.

Overwhelmed with poverty and ravaged by disease, India is victimized even more severely
by the spiritual blindness of Hinduism. To a nation in which fattened cows roam freely
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among emaciated humans, we must proclaim the truth that Jesus came to give us life, and
give it abundantly.

Although officially an atheistic country since the Marxist revolution of the late 1940s, China
is nevertheless influenced deeply by its Buddhist roots. Some scholars, in fact, consider
China's true religion to be combination of atheism and Buddhism. In actuality, religion in
China is a hodgepodge which includes folklore, mysticism, animism, and occult practices.
Regardless of how one may assess the situation, the fact remains that 1.2 billion Chinese are
in desperate need of Jesus Christ. They represent the largest identifiable bloc within The
10/40 Window.

A fourth reason we must focus on The 10/40 Window is because the poor are there. Of the
poorest of the poor, more than eight out of ten live in The 10/40 Window. On average, they
exist on less than $500 per person per year. Although 2.4 billion of these people live within The 10/40 Window, only
8% of all missionaries work among them.

82% of the Poorest of the Poor Live in the 10/40 Window

Brent L. Myers, in his perceptive article entitled, "Where Are The Poor And Lost?", states that "the poor are the lost,
and the lost are the poor." He arrived at this conclusion after illustrating that the majority of the unreached live in the
poorest countries of the world.

When Christians from 170 countries gathered at Lausanne II in Manila in 1989, great concern was expressed for the
materially poor. In the second section of the Manila Manifesto, that concern was recorded in the following declaration:
"We have again been confronted with Luke's emphasis that the gospel is good news for the poor (Luke 4:18, 6:20,
7:22) and have asked ourselves what this means to the majority of the world's population who are destitute, suffering
and oppressed. We have been reminded that the law, the prophets, the wisdom books, and the teaching and ministry of
Jesus all stress God's concern for the materially poor and our consequent duty to defend and care for them."

Committed Christians cannot ignore the reality that there is a remarkable overlap between
the poorest countries of the world and those that are least evangelized.

The fifth reason we must address our concerns on The 10/40 Window is because it contains
the largest spiritually bankrupt ethnolinguistic megapeoples (over one million). In fact, over
90% of the individuals in these people groups live in The 10/40 Window.

A list of the Least Evangelized Megacities in the 10/40 Window.

The sixth major reason we must focus on The 10/40 Window is because it contains the
overwhelming majority of the world's least evangelized megacities -- that is those with a
population of more than one million. Of the top 50 cities on this list, all 50 are in The 10/40
Window! That fact alone underscores the need for prioritizing our efforts to reach each of
these great metroplexes with Christ's love and truth.

Reason number seven for focusing on The 10/40 Window is that it includes numerous strongholds of Satan. The
billions of people who live in The 10/40 Window have suffered not only the ravages of poverty and disease, they have
also been kept from the transforming power of the gospel. They are poignant examples of the truth expressed in 2
Corinthians 4:4, which states that "the god of this age has blinded the minds of unbelievers, so that they cannot see the
light of the gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the image of God."

We must not view this situation with a fatalistic attitude, for we have been granted power to intervene. In a later
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passage of the same letter, the Apostle Paul declares: "For though we live in the world, we do not wage ware as the
world does. The weapons we fight with are not weapons of the world. On the contrary, they have divine power to
demolish strongholds" (2 Corinthians 10:3-4). Although Satan has established a territorial stronghold in The 10/40
Window, we must not concede one parcel of land nor one person. The gospel must advance.

Looking back across the pages of history we discover a heartening story about spiritual
warfare in the writings of the prophet Daniel. A fervent man of prayer, Daniel was highly
esteemed by God and by the people of his generation. On one occasion, while waiting on
God in prayer, Daniel fasted on bread and water for three weeks. Finally a majestic angel
whose appearance was as lightning brought an answer to his prayer. He assured Daniel with
the promise that "...your words were heard, and I have come in response to your words"
(Daniel 10:12). However, the angel then went on to explain how, en route to answer
Daniel's prayer, he was detained for 21 days by the demon assigned to the Persian king
(Daniel 10:13). It was only when the archangel Michael arrived to help that he was able to
free himself from the battle to go to Daniel.

This fascinating passage unveils the reality and territorial nature of the spiritual battle in the
heavenlies. The angel who visited Daniel announced that he would have to return to the
battle over the Persian kingdom. Apparently, that battle still rages, for ancient Persia is now
modern-day Iran. Still a stronghold zealously held by Satan, Iran is situated at the center of
The 10/40 Window.

10/40 Window Facts: 2.4 billion people -- 40% of the world's population -- live on less then $1.40 per day in The
10/40 Window.

George Otis, Jr., has concluded that two powerful demonic forces, with great biblical significance, stand at the
epicenter of the unreached world -- the prince of Persia (Iran) and the spirit of Babylon (Iraq) -- and both much be
penetrated with the gospel before the Great Commission can be completed. Otis observes that this will occur in the
region of the Garden of Eden, where the command to "subdue the earth" was originally given.

It is evident that the forces of Satan have great power and will resist all attempts to be overcome. If we are to storm the
enemy's territory, we must put on the full armor of God and fight with the weapons of spiritual warfare described in
Ephesians 6. To depend on anything less is utter foolishness.

The leaders of the AD2000 Movement are in full agreement that our greatest challenge in the final years of this
century is to provide a valid opportunity for every people, every city, every person to experience the truth and saving
power of Jesus Christ. The goal of the AD2000 & Beyond Movement is a church for every people and the gospel
for every person by the year 2000.

The focus of the concern Christian community 200 years ago was for the coastlands of the world. A century later, the
success of the coastlands effort motivated a new generation to reach the interior regions of the continents. Within the
past decades, the success of the inland thrust has led to a major focus on people groups. More recently, the world's
burgeoning megacities have also become focal points of concern. Today, rapidly approaching the third millennium
since Christ, we are wise to concentrate our efforts on The 10/40 Window.

Of course, this calls for some of us to reevaluate priorities. We must fin the most innovative
ways to reach the billions of people within The 10/40 Window with the love and truth of
Jesus Christ. We must mobilize for a massive prayer focus on The 10/40 Window with the
body of Christ worldwide. However, it must be clearly understood that concentration on
The 10/40 Window does not mean a curtailing of Christ's work going on elsewhere around
the globe. Missionary endeavors in evangelism, training, relief, development, church
planting, and mobilization for cross-cultural missions should go on unhindered.

If we are faithful to the Scriptures, obedient to the mandate of Christ, and unwavering in
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our commitment to plant churches within every people and city by AD 2000, then we will
get to the core of the core -- The 10/40 Window. May God grant each of us boldness and
wisdom and energy to do our part in taking on this great and eternally significant challenge.

For more information about what you can do, click here.
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97% of People in the Least Evangelized Countries Live in the 10/40 Window 
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Countries in the 10/40 Window:

Afghanistan 
Algeria 
Bahrain 
Bangladesh 
Benin 
Bhutan 
Burkina Faso 
Cambodia 
Chad 
China 
Cyprus 
Djibouti

Egypt 
Eritrea 
Ethiopia 
Gambia 
Gibraltar 
Greece 
Guinea 
Guinea-Bissau 
India 
Iran 
Iraq 
Israel

Japan 
Jordan 
Korea, North 
Korea, South 
Kuwait 
Laos 
Lebanon 
Libya 
Macau 
Mali 
Malta 
Mauritania

Morocco 
Myanmar (Burma) 
Nepal 
Niger 
Oman 
Pakistan 
Philippines 
Portugal 
Qatar 
Saudi Arabia 
Senegal 
Sudan

Syria 
Taiwan 
Tajikistan 
Thailand 
Tunisia 
Turkey 
Turkmenistan 
United Arab Emirates 
Vietnam 
Western Sahara 
Yemen
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2.7 Billion Buddhists, Hindus and Muslims in the 10/40 Window 
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Getting to the 
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82% of the Poorest of the Poor Live in the 10/40 Window 
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The 100 Gateway Cities in the 10/40 Window

Click on the Gateway City heading to<> sort the list by city name.
Click on a highlighted city name to go to the profile for that city from the online book "Praying Through the 100
Gateway Cities of the 10/40 Window".
Click on a highlighted country name to go to the profile for that country from the online book "Window
Watchman".

10/40 NATION GATEWAY CITY POPULATION LOCATION RELIGION

Afghanistan Kabul 2,051,000 C Asia Islam

Albania Tirana 427,000 SE Europe Islam

Algeria Algiers 3,722,000 N Africa Islam

Azerbaijan Baku 1,808,000 C Asia Islam

Bahrain Manama 270,000 Mid East Islam

Bangladesh Dhaka 9,105,000 SC Asia Islam

Benin Cotonou 501,000 NC Africa Animism

Bhutan Thimphu 121,400 SC Asia Buddhism

Brunei Bandar Seri Begawan 110,000 SE Asia Islam

Burkina Faso Ouagadougou 437,000 NW Africa Islam

Cambodia Phnom Penh 2,827,000 SE Asia Buddhism

http://www.ad2000.org/1040cit2.htm
http://www.ad2000.org/1040cit2.htm
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Chad N'Djamena 729,000 NC Africa Islam

China Beijing 12,332,000 EC Asia Atheism

China Changchun 2,620,000 EC Asia Atheism

China Chengdu 3,528,000 EC Asia Atheism

China Chongqing 3,646,000 EC Asia Atheism

China Guangzhou 4,184,000 EC Asia Atheism

China Hohhot 1,312,000 EC Asia Buddhism/Islam

China Jinan 3,208,000 EC Asia Atheism

China Lanzhou 1,803,000 EC Asia Islam

China Lhasa 120,000 SC Asia Buddhism

China Nanjing 3,073,000 EC Asia Atheism

China Shanghai 15,112,000 EC Asia Atheism

China Shenyang 5,493,000 EC Asia Atheism

China Taiyuan 2,596,000 EC Asia Atheism

China Tianjin 10,995,000 EC Asia Atheism

China Urumqi 1,724,000 C Asia Islam

China Wuhan 4,556,000 EC Asia Atheism

China Xian 3,417,000 EC Asia Atheism

Djibouti Djibouti 137,000 NE Africa Islam

Egypt Cairo 10,361,000 NE Africa Islam

Eritrea Asmara 1,069,000 NE Africa Islam/Christianity

Ethiopia Addis Ababa 2,419,000 NE Africa Christianity

Gambia Banjul 560,000 NW Africa Islam

Gaza Strip Gaza 1,073,000 Mid East Islam

Guinea Conakry 1,734,000 NW Africa Islam

Guinea-Bissau Bissau 130,000 NW Africa Animism

India Ahmedabad 4,396,000 SC Asia Hinduism

India Amritsar 837,000 SC Asia Sikhism

India Calcutta 13,604,000 SC Asia Hinduism

India Delhi 10,857,000 SC Asia Hinduism
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India Hyderabad 4,208,000 SC Asia Hinduism

India Jaipur 1,969,000 SC Asia Hinduism

India Kanpur 2,378,000 SC Asia Hinduism

India Lucknow 1,391,000 SC Asia Hinduism/Islam

India Patna 2,209,000 SC Asia Hinduism

India Pune 2,971,000 SC Asia Hinduism

India Varanasi 1,193,000 SC Asia Hinduism

Indonesia Jakarta 11,401,000 SE Asia Islam

Iran Mashhad 2,450,000 Mid East Islam

Iran Tehran 7,509,000 Mid East Islam

Iraq Baghdad 4,511,000 Mid East Islam

Israel Jerusalem 518,000 Mid East Judaism

Israel Tel Aviv 2,092,000 Mid East Judaism

Japan Fukuoko-Kita-Kyushu 4,164,000 E Asia Shintoism

Japan Osaka-Kobe-Kyoto 8,563,000 E Asia Shintoism

Japan Sapporo 2,300,000 E Asia Shintoism

Japan Tokyo-Yokohama 18,527,000 E Asia Shintoism

Jordan Amman 1,273,000 Mid East Islam

Kazakhstan Almaty 1,197,000 C Asia Islam

Korea, North Pyongyang 2,471,000 E Asia Atheism

Kuwait Kuwait City 231,000 Mid East Islam

Kyrgyzstan Bishkek 710,000 C Asia Islam

Laos Vientiane 491,000 SE Asia Buddhism

Lebanon Beirut 1,543,000 Mid East Islam/Christianity

Libya Tripoli 1,828,000 N Africa Islam

Malaysia Kuala Lumpur 2,183,000 SE Asia Islam

Maldives Male 50,000 SC Asia Islam

Mali Bamako 680,000 NW Africa Islam

Mauritania Nouakchott 650,000 NW Africa Islam

Mongolia Ulaanbaatar 600,000 C Asia Animism/Buddhism
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Morocco Casablanca 3,858,000 N Africa Islam

Myanmar (Burma) Yangon 3,905,000 SE Asia Buddhism

Nepal Kathmandu 372,000 SC Asia Hinduism

Niger Niamey 430,000 NW Africa Islam

Nigeria Kano 660,000 WC Africa Islam

Oman Muscat 177,000 Mid East Islam

Pakistan Karachi 9,506,000 SC Asia Islam

Pakistan Lahore 4,926,000 SC Asia Islam

Qatar Doha 340,000 Mid East Islam

Saudi Arabia Mecca 884,000 Mid East Islam

Saudi Arabia Riyadh 2,664,000 Mid East Islam

Senegal Dakar 1,847,000 NW Africa Islam

Somalia Mogadishu 849,000 E Africa Islam

Sri Lanka Colombo 2,345,000 SC Asia Buddhism

Sudan Khartoum 2,477,000 NE Africa Islam

Syria Damascus 2,511,000 Mid East Islam

Taiwan Taipei 3,561,000 E Asia Buddhism

Tajikistan Dushanbe 620,000 C Asia Islam

Thailand Bangkok 8,627,000 SE Asia Buddhism

Tunisia Tunis 1,935,000 N Africa Islam

Turkey Ankara 3,071,000 Mid East Islam

Turkey Istanbul 8,143,000 Mid East Islam

Turkey Izmir 2,169,000 Mid East Islam

Turkmenistan Ashkhabad 407,000 C Asia Islam

United Arab Emirates Abu Dhabi 730,000 Mid East Islam

Uzbekistan Tashkent 2,037,000 C Asia Islam

Vietnam Hanoi 1,260,000 SE Asia Buddhism

Western Sahara El Aaiun 186,000 NW Africa Islam

Yemen Sana'a 503,600 Mid East Islam

1995 population figures are based on United Nations or Rand McNally figures, whichever are larger, with
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modifications based on in-city verifications. They have been collected by Viv Grigg and Leland Brown of the Urban
Leadership Foundation, Pasadena, CA.

We apologize that the links to additional information on the cities and countries is no longer available.
That data was hosted on another web site, and that site no longer has the data available.
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The 10/40 Window

What can you do?

What you can do:

There are several important ways in which your church or prayer group can become involved in advancing the
AD2000 & Beyond Movement and focusing attention on The 10/40 Window. Consider these possibilities:

Establish an AD2000 Task Force

Form a task force of individuals who are committed to pray for the evangelization of the world for Christ. Select
a name of your group such as "AD2000 Task Force" or "AD2000 Committee."
Assign responsibilities within the task force, including communication with church and ministry leaders,
promotion, leadership of prayer groups, etc.

Select An Unreached People, A Least Evangelized City and Country

Select one unreached people group to adopt. By adopting the group, recognize that you are committing to pray
for their evangelization. For an AD2000 listing of unreached peoples and more information, contact the Adopt-
A-People Clearinghouse, P.O. Box 17490, Colorado Springs, CO 80935, (719) 574-7001.
Join a "Joshua Project 2000" short term missions team to travel to one of the targeted 2000 least evangelized
people groups to pray and do research on how to reach that people. For more information, contact the AD2000
& Beyond Movement, 2860 S. Circle Dr., Suite 2112, Colorado Springs, CO 80906, (719) 576-2000. The
AD2000 International Office will be closing early in 2001. Click here for more information.
Select one of the 1000 least evangelized cities. Study the AD2000 Cities Track Listing available from: Urban
Leadership Foundation, 127 N. Madison Ave., #20, Pasadena, CA, 91101, (818) 584-3863.
Select one of the 61 countries in The 10/40 Window to adopt. Detailed information on the countries is available
through: The Sentinal Group, P.O. Box 6334, Lynnwood, WA 98036, (206) 672-2989.
Assign four task forces for these prayer segments: unreached people group, city, country, and The 10/40 Window.
Initiate a special adoption process or service that will highlight the unreached people group, city, and/or country
that you have adopted.

Hold an AD2000 Consultation
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Conduct a consultation with leaders of key ministries within your church or group to set goals from the present
to the year 2000 based on the Word of God, the contextual realities of the ministry within the church/group and
outside the church/group, and what you expect God to do in and through the church/group by the year 2000.
(Include a local and a global focus.)

Prepare For Praying Through the Window

Organize a seminar to prepare for Praying Through the Window in October 1995 and October 1997. Materials
are available through the Christian Information Network, 11025 Hwy 83, Colorado Springs, CO 80921, (719)
522-1040.
Coordinate a month of prayer with fasting in October 1995 and October 1997, to pray for spiritual
breakthroughs, the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, and the Lordship of Jesus Christ to be established in every
people group, every city, and every country in The 10/40 Window. The focus of October 1995 is the 100
Gateway Cities, and the focus for October 1997 is the 2000 least evangelized peoples.
Send a team to one of the countries in The 10/40 Window for on-site intercessory prayer during a week in
October 1995 and October 1997. Coordinate with the Christian Information Network at the above address.

Prepare For Community Wide Efforts

Organize Concerts of Prayer in your city. For more information contact Concerts of Prayer International, P.O.
Box 1399, Wheaton, IL 60189, (708) 690-8441.
Organize local churches to join in the united prayer march in your city. Upcoming dates: May 25, 1996; May 17,
1997; May 30, 1998; May 22, 1999, and June 10, 2000. For more information, contact the March for Jesus, P.O.
Box 3216, Austin, TX 78764, (512) 416-0066.
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A Church for Every People and 

the Gospel for Every Person 
by AD 2000

AD2000 International Office is Closed

The AD2000 & Beyond Movement was formed to encourage, motivate, and network men and women
church leaders by inspiring them with the vision of accelerating the reaching the unreached through the
year 2000. We believe that God has used the AD2000 and Beyond Movement to do that and to mobilize
the Church to focus more on the unreached peoples in the 10/40 Window and around the world. This has
been done through consultations, prayer efforts, national initiatives, functional tracks and task forces, and
communication materials.

It has been the intention of the Board of Directors right from the beginning that the International Office of
the movement would close after the year 2000. Their vision for the movement included closing it down so
that other ministries and structures would pick up the challenge and carry the work forward beyond
anything the AD2000 and Beyond Movement could do. This is happening through many national
movements as well as in many ministries and churches working together toward reaching the unreached.

Therefore the International Office closed early in 2001. Although AD2000 may no longer be able to
answer personal inquiries, our web site offers resource lists and links to others who may provide the
information you need. We encourage you to visit the Joshua Project II website for the latest unreached
peoples data and profiles. Joshua Project II is continuing and expanding the original Joshua Project
initiative by highlighting least reached peoples through information sharing and networking.<> The
Resource section of the Adoption<> Guidance Program may prove especially beneficial. They are poised
to encourage you and to assist your efforts to focus on the world's least reached peoples. Please use them
as you pursue how you can help see "a church for every people and the gospel for every person."
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